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Researching Dissident Sexualities

and the State in Contemporary Cuba

It was while reading a special issue of the Journal of Latin American Studies, on the fiftieth

anniversary of the Cuban Revolution, that my topic of research first came to me as an interesting

and salient way into looking at Cuban society today.  I study the tourist-oriented sexual economy in

post-Soviet Cuba – part of the broader network of black- and grey-market activities known locally

as ‘jineterismo’ – and how this economy and the state’s reaction to it have served to condition the

lives and subjectivities of young Cuban women of colour, bringing thinly-disguised prejudices of

race and gender to the fore.  While there was a certain amount of literature on this topic – most

notably by Amalia Cabezas1 – virtually none of it dealt with the political ramifications of the

phenomenon, and nothing I could find engaged with the practicalities and challenges of carrying out

fieldwork in the very particular Cuban setting.

Over the last fifteen years, the Cuban state has taken an increasingly punitive approach to

romantic and sexual liaisons between Cubans and foreigners, employing mass arrests and

‘rehabilitation centres’, in an attempt to repress what it sees as ‘prostitution’ – a stance which has

had profound political implications for young Cubans, and which also brings special challenges to

ethnographic study of the phenomenon.  As even those engaged in traditional, long-term

relationships are left with the burden of proving the legitimacy of their affective bonds in the eyes

of the state, and particularly of the police, in order to avoid arrest and possible imprisonment, an

atmosphere of fear has descended, meaning that many are unwilling to speak openly about their

experiences.  The supposed ‘prostitutes’ – or ‘jineteras’ – whom the state seeks to address are

almost universally understood to be young, attractive, black or mixed-race women, and such a

person seen in a heavily-touristed zone of the island runs the risk of attracting police scrutiny, if not

arrest, based on racist and sexist assumptions about their sexual promiscuity and moral depravity.

Predictably, reading voraciously and speaking to as many fellow researchers as I could find was

helpful groundwork, but it still could not begin to prepare me for six months’ fieldwork in Cuba.

Immediately upon arrival in Havana, in early February of 2010, I met with the dean of the

Faculty of Philosophy and History at the University of Havana in order to be enrolled as a visiting

researcher, which was necessary to get an extended visa to do research.  I had been cautioned to be

vague when discussing my project at the university, but I had not been warned about what happened

next, when the dean sternly instructed me to abandon all pretence of fieldwork – I could go to
                                                       
1 See Cabezas, Amalia L. (1998) “Discourses of Prostitution: The Case of Cuba,” in Kamala Kempadoo and Ho
Doezema (eds), Global Sex Workers: Rights, Resistance and Redefinition. London: Routledge; (2004) “Between Love
and Money: Sex, Tourism and Citizenship in Cuba and the Dominican Republic,” in Signs 29.4: pp. 987-1015; (2009)
Economies of Desire: Sex and Tourism in Cuba and the Dominican Republic. Philadelphia, PA: Temple University
Press.
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libraries and speak to academics, but no one else; I was to do no fieldwork of any kind while in

Cuba.  Thoroughly chastised, I left the faculty in a panic and called the one contact I had in Cuba to

whom I knew I could speak about this, a writer who had published several books and been a visiting

scholar at universities in the US and UK.  At the time, he was a total stranger to me, but over coffee

the following day on the terrace of a hotel near the university, he told me that this is how it always

is in Cuba for researchers – you arrive, you swear up and down that you will do no such thing, and

then you do it.

So, I did six months of fieldwork in Cuba.  I spent many days simply observing how tourists

and young Cubans interacted in and around popular nightspots and tourist attractions, and also

watching how police carried out their interventions on these people.  I did archival research as well,

visiting the documentation centres of several of Cuba’s mass organisations.  More importantly,

however, I did as many unstructured interviews as I could with Cubans who had, or sought to have,

relationships with foreigners.  This was in itself a tricky proposition – gaining the trust of potential

interviewees and attempting to mitigate the risk implied in speaking to me became my top priorities.

I kept absolutely no written record of their real names, became proficient in concealing my

documents and files, and did everything I could to keep myself and my interactions with my

interviewees off the radar of the police and other state institutions.  I also learned strategies for

avoiding the gaze of the police while moving through public spaces.

Some of these interviews came by chance, via conversations I was able to strike up on my

own, but the vast majority were the result of a network of contacts that I was able to build over

time, snowballing into ever more connections and introductions.  This proved to be the most

effective method since it brought me into contact with more potential interviewees and, in turn,

provided them with the safeguard of a mutual contact who could vouch for my trustworthiness.  I

quickly learned, however, as Cabezas had before me in the course of her research, that the “unified

object of my research, the 'sex worker', did not exist, was ambiguous, or at the very least was quite

an unstable subject.”2  Sexual-affective relations between Cubans and foreigners are ambiguous,

ranging from long-term committed partnerships to fleeting and transactional affairs, none of which

can be said to be devoid of emotional content, so attempting to determine who is and who is not a

‘jinetera’ is useless.  It is the idea of a category of people called ‘jineteras’, and the presumption of

who fits the bill, that matters in effect.  For that very reason, many young women who engage in

sexual-affective relationships with foreign men reject the term ‘jinetera’, creating their own

alternative names, or eschewing labels altogether.  This is a discourse which has proved disciplinary

                                                       
2 Cabezas, Economies of Desire , p. 8; see also Nencel, Lorraine (2005) “Feeling Gender Speak: Intersubjectivity and
Fieldwork Practice with Women who Prostitute in Lima, Peru,” in European Journal of Women’s Studies 12.3: pp. 345-
361.
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and even repressive to a broad sector of the Cuban population in recent years, as I learned in

conversation with so many young Cubans.

In terms of research design, the central question that my thesis poses is, as it turns out, fairly

simple: How are bodies governed in Cuba?  Or rather, why are these bodies – mostly young black

or mixed-race women – governed differently and made available for state intervention?  This has

taken me down a very particular – anti-essentialist, feminist, critical race, queer, poststructuralist –

path in terms of the theories on which I draw.  In practice, my methodological approach has had to

be flexible and malleable according to circumstances, a choice which I think is reasonable – even

essential – when it comes to doing a project like this one, since doing field research in Cuba

presents a special set of difficulties.  These difficulties are magnified a hundred times over when

one happens to be researching a topic that the Cuban state finds highly objectionable, as I was.

I learned two major lessons about fieldwork from my experience in Cuba.  First, as a result

of the challenges I faced, I very rarely had the luxury of naming the place and time of an interview.

Opportunities were fleeting, so I had interviews which happened at 2:00 in the morning, which took

place inside noisy clubs and bars, or on the beach; interviews where I took notes on the backs of bus

tickets and receipts, and even one where answers came in the form of nods and shakes of the head.

I learned something new from each of them, but not in ways that could have been predicted in

advance, and I often did not learn what I set out to learn.  Circumstances constantly changed, and

the meanings of ideas, categories, and words shifted before my eyes.  Flexibility had to be built into

the design of my research, both methodologically and conceptually.  On a related note, I have heard

many Cubanists say, and I think it is true, that Cuba drives you to interdisciplinarity.  The

straightest path to the answers you want is rarely available; as another researcher-friend told me,

you can never go straight up the middle, so you go sideways.  I never anticipated using everything

from newspaper articles and scientific studies to music, films, and poetry in my work, but keeping

an open mind as to what constitutes politics and political forms of expression has paid dividends.  It

was important to learn to be innovative when a door was closed in my face, to find new ways of

asking taboo questions and new ways of answering them too.

The second lesson I learned doing this project is that there is one element above all others

that I cannot write out of it – and that is me. My fieldwork was a process of learning how to do this

research – which questions to ask (and which not to ask), how to get interviews, how to understand

these people and this scenario – and my own position as a white, female, Canadian researcher from

a UK university undeniably affected the unfolding of that process.3  As an ethnographer, I struggled

                                                       
3 For more on positionality of researchers, see Lerum, Kari (2001) “Subjects of Desire: Intimate Ethnography, and the
Production of Critical Knowledge,” in Qualitative Inquiry 7.4: pp. 466-483; Mullings, Beverly (1999) “Insider or
Outsider, Both or Neither: Some Dilemmas of Interviewing in a Cross-Cultural Setting,” in Geoforum 30.4
(November): pp. 337-350.
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to make my interviews as reciprocal and conversational an experience as possible, in an attempt to

mitigate the inherent power relationship between interviewer and interviewee.  This almost

unavoidably extractive, “colonial relationship”4 behooves the ethnographer to be mindful in taking

a reflective and self-critical approach to interviewing.  Many of my interviewees asked me

questions, which I always answered, and I often found these experiences as interesting as the

questions I asked them.  In James Clifford’s words, each was (and is) a “speaking [subject], who

sees as well as is seen, who evades, argues, probes back.”5   

To accurately portray this experience of ethnography, I have chosen to write my thesis

loosely chronologically, according to the phases through with my fieldwork progressed. I have done

this for a number of reasons, but foremost amongst these is the need to foreground the personal

elements. I have also employed a conversational, almost novelistic style of writing in order to

present my interviews as extended vignettes, allowing me to bring out entire stories and foreground

individual experiences of the system in question.  In this way, I can be honest about how fuzzy the

line between work and life really was, how personal some of my field experiences were, how my

position impacted on my work, how what I learned at each stage affected what happened later.6  In

short, I do not have to pretend that I knew things at certain stages that I simply did not know yet.

This approach to both writing and ethnography is, I believe, not just a stylistic choice, but an

ethical and a political one.  I hope that bringing out the histories and personalities in my work will

result in a more genuine representation of my interviewees’ lives and the politics of their stories.

That said, however, it is important to note the significance of the authorial voice as well, as this is

yet another instance where objectivity will always remain elusive.  “Ethnographic truths,” according

to Clifford, “are thus inherently partial – committed and incomplete.”7

All of these experiences have set me on a path to a project that, I hope, will help illuminate

the ways in which sexuality and sexual subjects are produced in interaction with the state and state-

centric ideals in the Cuban setting, and thus the effects that this regime of repression directed at

‘jineterismo’ has had on sexual subjectivity.  The Cuban state’s framing of ‘jineterismo’ as a threat

to society is linked, as are virtually all political phenomena in Cuba, to the perceived strength and

integrity of the Cuban revolutionary project.  My interviewees describe another world where love

and money are not mutually exclusive, and where morality and sexuality do not exist in separate

spheres.  In a system that so explicitly demands all that each has to give, carefully crafting new

                                                       
4 Wahab, Stéphanie (2003) “Creating Knowledge Collaboratively with Female Sex Workers: Insights from a
Qualitative, Feminist, and Participatory Study,” in Qualitative Inquiry 9.4: pp. 637; again, see also Nencel (2005) for
more on power in interviewing, particularly in dealing with vulnerable populations.
5 Clifford, James (2010) “Introduction: Partial Truths,” pp. 1-26, in James Clifford and George E. Marcus (eds), Writing
Culture: The Poetics and Politics of Ethnography, 25th anniversary edition.  London, Berkeley, Los Angeles: University
of California Press, p. 14.
6 See Nencel (2005) and Lerum (2001) for more on feeling as a central element of the field experience.
7 Clifford, “Introduction: Partial Truths,” p. 7.
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political subjects in the image of imagined socialist heroes and in the face of severe austerity, these

individuals are finding ways to opt out, carving out different lives for themselves according to their

own priorities and images of the good life.  Their nuanced representations of their own lives will

form the centrepiece of my work.
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